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The 1974-5 excavations at New Fresh Wharf, London, 
produced large quantities of unused Roman pottery, 
primarily samian. In attempting to interpret this material, 
it was necessary to survey the available information on 
other deposits of Roman pottery which were accidentally 
broken, lost, or destroyed without being used. The dis
covery that many of these assemblages, particularly those 
outside Britain, are little known led to the decision to 
expand the results of the survey into a gazetteer (see 
below). The reader should refer to this for publication 
references to the sites mentioned in the following dis
cussion, which seeks to explain the historical background 
to these assemblages, and highlight their potential for 
elucidating the long distance pottery trade in the northern 
provinces during the Roman epoch. 

The gazetteer is restricted to Italy and the northern 
provinces. It excludes the contents of pottery stores and 
depots on, or in the vicinity of, kiln sites since these are 
not illustrative of the wholesale trade in pottery. It 
excludes also stores of used pottery which were either 
hidden (such as the deposit under the tribune's house at 
Vindonissa) or destroyed by fire (such as the Bregenz 
cellar-find). It is nevertheless recognized that some such 
groups include vessels which were probably traded 
together, on which subject the reader is referred to a 
discussion by Czysz (1982). Wrecks off the coasts of 
Spain, Gaul and Italy are summarized, since a fuller 
consideration would be valid only in the context of a 
Mediterranean-wide survey which might be of limited 
relevance to the present study. Details of these wrecks 
and their contents will be provided in a gazetteer by 
Parker (forthcoming). Published information has been 
updated where possible, although the writer has not been 
able to re-examine the ceramic remains, many of which 
have never received a detailed examination or would 
benefit from re-appraisal. 

The assemblages fall into seven main categories which 
mark various stages in the trading and dispersal of 
finewares, and other pottery, from the principal centres 
of manufacture, mostly in Gaul. They comprise pottery 
lost in wrecks or thrown overboard to lighten a listing 
vessel (4 sites outside the Mediterranean); quay-side 
dumps (4 sites); quay-side warehouses (c. 3 sites); shops, 
booths and dealers' store-rooms (15 sites); dumps of 
breakages seemingly derived from shops and booths (3 
sites); unused pottery discarded from forts when they 
were evacuated and abandoned (2 sites); other relevant 

groups (4). The location of the sites in relation to 
navigable rivers and the principal samian potteries is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Pottery Wholesalers 

The first three categories reflect particularly the activities 
of the negotiatores cretarii, and underline their use of 
water-borne transport, which was the most economic 
method of distributing pottery and other commodities 
(Duncan-Jones 1982, 368). The word negotiator means 
simply 'wholesale dealer' (Oxford Latin Dictionary), 
although inscriptions suggest that the term was especially 
associated with traders on the Tiber (Rouge 1966, 274 
-91), the Moselle (Middleton 1979, 85), and on the 
important RhOne-Saone-Rhine route, which linked Britain 
and the Rhineland to the Mediterranean (Hassall 1978, 
44-5). 

In the northern provinces, the long-distance trade in 
pottery seems to have been based on Gaulish samian. In 
most cases coarse-wares could be manufactured cheaply 
at a local or regional level and would not have formed a 
viable wide-scale business on their own (peacock 1982, 
156). It is therefore no surprise to find that samian 
accounts for the bulk of the material in most known 
deposits of unused pottery. However, it should be noted 
that such deposits are not so readily identified when 
samian is absent. This is because the slipped surface of 
samian makes it relatively easy to detect the presence, 
or absence, of wear on the basal ring, which in unused 
vessels may also reveal particles of the micaceous sand 
used to prevent stacked vessels from sticking to each 
other prior to firing. 

The gazeteer demonstrates combinations of commod
ities which were handled by pottery wholesalers. It is 
noticeable that the samian is usually derived from one 
region of supply. Nevertheless, there are exceptions to 
the rule at Aquincum (Budapest), Wroxeter, and Regis 
House in London, and on present evidence it is necessary 
to treat with caution a suggestion that dealers were bound 
by their trade organization to deal exclusively with one 
kiln site (Czysz 1982, 342). The discoveries at Pudding 
Pan Rock and New Fresh Wharf show that Lezoux black 
colour-coated wares were imported to Britain in the 
company of Lezoux samian. Lamps in both varieties of 
pottery were found at the latter site, and north Italian 
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Fig. 1 Map to show the sites under discussion in relation to samian !dIn sites, navigable rivers and provincial 
borders. 

lamps accompanied the shipment of samian found in 
Pompeii. Samian in the Cap Creus wreck was accompa
nied by lamps and finewares At New Fresh Wharf, 
Central Gaulish figurines may have been imported with 
the samian, and a figurine was found in association with 
samian waste at La Nautique. However, the discovery of 
twelve figurines at Gauting, in a store containing presum
ably local jugs, suggests that they could sometimes have 
formed an item of trade in their own right. Within Britain 
it appears that Romano-British mortaria may have been 
distributed alongside samian. The distribution of 
Verulamium mortaria may reflect those areas of the 
country which were supplied with samian via London 
(Rhodes 1986a), while the Colchester mortaria in the 
Castleford shop could have joined the unused Lezoux 

samian on the final stage of its journey from the conti
nent, when the ship called in at an East Anglian port. 

Inscriptions indicate that quite different commodities 
were sometimes traded alongside pottery; a tombstone 
in Lyons commemorates a wine merchant who dealt in 
pottery as a side-line (C.I.L. XIII, 2033), a dealer in 
pottery and cloaks is recorded at Sumelocenna in Raetia 
(Hassall 1978, 45), and a dealer in pottery and metal 
castings at Augsburg (Vollmer 1915, 144). This last 
reference calls to mind the pottery shops at Kempten, 
where pottery and glass vessels were accompanied by 
ironwork and bronze, and those at Verulamium (St. 
Albans), which was situated in a row of shops apparently 
occupied in the main by bronzeworkers. Blacksmithing 
may have been practiced in the pottery shop at Bellheim, 
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and the premises of a dealer in metalwork and pottery 
has been found at Magdalensberg. It is noteworthy that 
Kentish Rag hones have been recovered with unused 
pottery from the dumps at New Fresh Wharf, London, 
and from the Wroxeter forum gutter. The Wroxeter hones 
belong to a crate-load which, together with stacks of 
unused samian, was overturned from stalls during the 
panic which ensued when the building caught fIre. It 
seems likely that they were sold by a pottery merchant 
as a sideline, which raises the possibility that they may 
also have found their way to Wroxeter alongside the 
samian, having been transported together up Wailing 
Street from London (Rhodes 1986a, 203). 

The Shipping of Gaulish Pottery 

Pottery from the Gaulish kilns would have started its 
journey by cart or barge, as illustrated by the sunken 
boat carrying sarnian at Vichy. Such riverine cargoes 
seem generally to have comprised just one commodity 
(Ellmers 1978, 13-14). On reaching the major ports, 
breakages would have been sorted out, as shown by the 
dumps at La Nautique, which evidently served as a port 
for the samian products of La Graufesenque. The pottery 
would then have been transferred to maritime vessels for 
the sea crossing (King 1981). 

In Mediterranean galleys space for the merchandise 
would probably have been chartered from shippers 
(Rouge 1966, 274-91; Peacock 1982, 158), and wrecks 
suggest that pottery was always a subsidiary item of 
cargo, the bulk of the space being devoted to raw 
materials or perishables (pucci 1983, 111; Parker 1984, 
Fig. 7). The mixed nature of the cargoes suggests that a 
good deal of trans-shipment and harbourside dealing took 
place (parker 1984, 102-3). There is, however, no 
evidence that the cross-channel trade relied on such large 
ships. Wrecks from the northern provinces are not only 
small by Mediterranean standards, but tidal conditions 
in the Thames would probably have prevented the largest 
merchantmen from penetrating as far as London, the 
focus of Britain's trade (Milne 1985, 98). The 
Colijnsplaat and Domberg inscriptions (Hassall 1978) 
seem to imply that pottery was transferred from river to 
sea-going vessels, and that different merchants may have 
been involved at each stage. They also imply that pottery 
was shipped across the channel in uniform and none-too
frequent consignments. Samian and colour-coated wares 
may perhaps have comprised a major portion of the cargo 
lost on Pudding Pan Rock, although even here the load 
was apparently augmented by a consignment of roof tiles. 

Pottery would sometimes have been packed in crates 
prior to shipping, as at Pompeii. Alternatively, open 
forms could have been tied together in stacks separated 
by straw (Rouge 1966, 78). The practice is demonstrated 
by the fact that where vessels by the same potter occur 
together, they are more often than not of the same form. 

Whatever method of packing was used, some in-transit 
breakages would be inevitable. It is likely that damaged 
imports would have been sorted out on the quayside, or 
prior to landing, particularly where pottery was subject 
to the portorium or customs dues (an attempted evasion 
is recorded by Cicero Actio in Verrem 11, ii, 71 § 176; 11, 
ii, 74 § 185). However, none of the quayside dumps can 
be positively related to this activity. At ArIes, where 
unused sarnian has been found near a probable Roman 
harbour installation, it is thought that there were separate 
river and maritime ports on opposite sides of the river 
(Cons tans 1921, 338). In this instance the pottery, which 
includes Italian imports, was recovered from the riverine 
port, and was apparently destined to be barged up the 
river. It probably represents warehouse breakages, like 
the dumps at New Fresh Wharf and other London sites. 

Stamp Statistics 

An important aspect of unused samian deposits which 
has hitherto received little attention is the relationship 
between the number of stamps and the number of potters 
represented. Such data may be used to elucidate the 
organization of the samian trade, and the special nature 
of some of the assemblages under consideration. 

At its height, the annual output of the Gaulish samian 
industry must be estimated in millions of vessels. 
Together with the widespread distribution of its products, 
this implies a highly organized commercial network of 
trading points and warehouses (Duhamel1975, 34), a few 
of which have left identifiable archaeological remains, 
and are included in this gazetteer. Batches of pots by 
individual potters would be present in a consignment of 
pottery leaving a kiln site but would tend to be dispersed 
each time the consignment was unpacked and resold. 
Therefore, the homogeneity or otherwise of a group of 
pottery lost en route is likely to depend upon the number 
of trading points through which it had passed. 

An approximate measure of homogeneity may be 
obtained by dividing the total number of stamps by the 
number of potters; the resulting figures for sites which 
produced more than 40 stamps are presented in Fig. 2. 
Within the samian reaching London, the number of 
stamps per potter differs for the various production 
centres, implying that valid comparisons may be made 
only between data obtained from assemblages of the 
same kiln source and date (Marsh 1981, 188). 

The figures for dumps of breakages on kiln sites, set 
out in the table on the opposite page, may also be useful 
for comparative purposes. 

Although no directly comparable statistics are available 
for La Graufesenque, there is evidence that the ratio of 
stamps to potters would be higher. In London the highest 
numbers of stamps per potter on plain samian pertain to 
the South Gaulish material (Marsh 1981, 188). From the 
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Fig.2 Diagram to show the total numbers of samian stamps and average numbers of stamps per cargo, warehouse 
and shop deposits. Separate figures are given for stamps from the different centres of production. 
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kiln site itself, a series of graffiti on plates are thought 
to be inventories of vessels submitted by various potters 
for individual kiln firings. If correctly interpreted, they 
indicate kilns holding many thousands of vessels, and 
that between 200 and 35,000 vessels by a single potter 
might be included in one firing (Hermet 1934,289-311; 
Grafs. 1-44). A large Neronian pit at La Graufesenque 
known as 'La Fosse MalavaI' is estimated to have 
contained 15,000-20,000 vessels (Labrousse 1980,464-5. 
These bear the stamps of 108 different potters (B. 
Hartley, pers. comm.). If only one half of the vessels 
were stamped, we would obtain a figure of 69-93 stamps 
per potter, which is higher than the range for Central and 
East Gaulish samian. When processed, the Cap Creus 
wreck finds should also provide further information about 
the characteristics of a relatively intact South Gaulish 
consignment. 

It will be immediately apparent from Fig. 2 that groups 
of unused samian from continental sites produce a consis
tently high number of stamps per potter in comparison 
with groups of similar size from Britain. Presumably this 
is a reflection of relatively direct trading links between 
these sites and the various Gaulish samian kilns, probably 
via just one or two intermediaries. The presence of Italian 
lamps in the Pompeii group suggests where the dealer 
may have been based in that instance. 

Within Britain, the similarity of the figures for Lezoux 
samian in the Wroxeter stalls, the Pudding Pan wreck 
and the CastIeford shops is remarkable, and also suggests 
a fairly direct supply route. In support of this is the 
complete absence of East Gaulish samian in the 
Corbridge shop and at Pudding Pan Rock, which might 
have been expected if the pottery had been trans-shipped 
via an east-coast warehouse. By contrast, the figures for 
the New Fresh Wharf dumps and the Regis House 
warehouse in London are much lower, which must have 
a bearing upon the interpretation of these deposits. 

Before discussing this further, it is necessary to exam
ine three potential problems in the interpretation of stamp 
statistics. The first concerns possible difficulties in com
paring data from assemblages containing different propor
tions of decorated to plain wares. As fewer potters were 
involved in the production of decorated samian, an 
assemblage with a high proportion of decorated vessels 
would tend to produce a higher number of stamps per 
potter. This may be a contributory reason for the high 
figure for the Pompeii cache (although the figure is so 
high that other factors must be at work also - see above). 
Among most of the other groups discussed here decorated 
vessels are greatly outnumbered by plain, so that any 
distortion which they might cause will be so slight as to 
be negligible. For this reason separate figures for plain 
and decorated vessels have in general not been provided. 

Secondly, it should be noted that the ratio of stamped 
to un stamped vessels varies according to form (Marsh 
1981, 190). For example, at Kempten the proportion of 
stamped vessels ranges from 70% of large Drag. 33 cups 

to 99% of Drag. 31 bowls (Czysz 1982, 299). In a later 
assemblage the range would probably be lower because 
the practice of stamping plain ware declined in the late 
2nd century, particularly in the East Gaulish factories 
(Marsh, ibid.). Such factors are likely to be significant 
only in the interpretation of groups containing a few 
forms, or when late groups are compared with those of 
earlier date (eg. Rhodes 1986a, 201). 

A third problem arises from the difficulty of comparing 
data from groups of different sizes. Because the number 
of potters is finite, the number of stamps per potter will 
increase with the size of the group as a hypergeometric 
curve. An idealized mathematical model may be sug
gested, based on Parzen (1960, 368), but this is necessar
ily based on the assumption that all potters produced an 
equal number of stamped vessels. In practice the curve 
would be distorted because of the existence of 'rare' and 
'common' potters. The calculation also requires an esti
mate of the maximum number of different potters whose 
work could have been included in the relevant shipment; 
in archaeological terms, this is defined as the number of 
contemporary potters whose stamps would be recovered 
on the total excavation of the surrounding geographical 
area. As the various centres of production tended to serve 
different markets, such a figure would be different for 
different sites (C. Orton, pers. comm.; copies of corre
spondence available on request). 

Interpretation of the London Dumps 

Whilst exact figures for the numbers of potters serving 
London at each given period are obviously unobtainable, 
the quantity of samian stamps from London is so large 
that we may use the totals as an approximation (Marsh 
1981, 187-8), and may therefore go some way towards 
predicting the likely number of stamps per potter for 
assemblages of different sizes in the London region. On 
this basis, the average number of Martres stamps per 
potter from the Regis House site, London, (3.3) is seen 
to be slightly higher than the predicted figure of 2.3. The 
same applies to the Lezoux stamps from New Fresh 
Wharf, which provide the figure of 2.16 compared with 
the prediction of 1.4. However, whilst these figures are 
just high enough to confirm the special nature of the New 
Fresh Wharf and Regis House deposits, comparison with 
figures obtained from the other special assemblages under 
discussion shows that they are much lower than would 
be expected from a normal cargo, shop or warehouse 
deposit (Fig. 2). Indeed, setting aside the Alchester dump, 
the New Fresh Wharf samian (Lezoux and East Gaulish) 
provides the lowest numbers of stamps per potter for any 
of the sites considered here. The contrast is especially 
marked in respect of the Lezoux samian, which may be 
compared with assemblages of approximately similar size 
and date from Pudding Pan Rock, and from the shops or 
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stalls at Wroxeter and Castleford. It has already been 
noted that the figures obtained for these three sites are 
remarkably consistent, the number of potters represented 
being one third to one quarter of those which would be 
expected in a group of similar size from an ordinary 
London site. 

The best explanation for the New Fresh Wharf samian 
is that it is composed primarily of breakages which 
accumulated over a long period and were later discarded 
in the quay fill. This seems to be confirmed by the long 
date range suggested for the samian. The most likely 
source is one or more of the warehouses which are known 
to have been situated in the region of the supposed 
London bridgehead (Milne 1985; Rhodes 1986a). A 
similar explanation may apply to the Regis House samian 
which, although found in a warehouse, was clearly not in 
situ on account of its highly fragmentary condition, 
although it could perhaps have come from a collapsed 
upper room. 

Another puzzling feature of the New Fresh Wharf 
group is the presence of unused and unblemished pots 
in the wharf fill, some of which appear (on conventional 
samian dating) to have been at least thirty years old when 
they were discarded. Since redeposition is unlikely in 
view of their condition, it is possible that they could 
have derived from a disused warehouse. The extent to 
which warehouses and shops may have harboured old 
stock requires further investigation. A similar problem 
has emerged at Gauting, where fragments of burnt 
Hadrianic bowls have been recovered from an Antonine 
samian store. It seems likely that they might be from an 
earlier store on the same site, but the point remains to 
be proven. 

Most of the unused pottery deposits, be they from 
quayside dumps, warehouses or shops, appear to be 
situated in major centres of commerce. Within Britain, 
London seems to have held a position of special im
portance in the samian trade, on account of the exception
ally large quantities of samian recovered in Roman refuse 
deposits (p. Tyers, pers. comm; see Rhodes 1986a). With 
this in mind, a location for samian warehouses by the 
London bridgehead or ferry could not have been better 
chosen. This was not only the focus of the province's 
road system, but may have marked the point of transfer 
between maritime and river transport. In this respect, 
there may be further parallels with ArIes which, albeit 
on a far grander scale, acted as the place of transfer 
between the Mediterranean and the Rhone (Rouge 1964, 
138; 1966, 141-2). The pottery stores at Gauting and 
Untersechenz also stood adjacent to bridges. 

Pottery Shops 

The possibility that the London samian dumps might be 
from shops or stalls rather than warehouses may probably 

also be eliminated on account of their situation. In most 
large Roman towns (which are likewise generally sited 
on navigable rivers) the shops are located centrally on a 
major road, often near the forum (eg. Wacher 1974,271; 
Meiggs 1973, 275). So far, this appears always to be the 
case for shops selling samian and fine pottery. Within 
forts, a comparable location - on a major road close to 
the principia - was favoured for tabernae, which some
times included a store where pottery could be purchased 
by military personnel (pitts and St. Joseph 1985, 180-1). 

There is no evidence for shops of any description along 
the waterfront in any prominent Roman port. Both A
quincum and Cosa (Ansedonia) had important harbours, 
yet the pottery shops were in their town centres. The 
only possible exceptions occur at Gauting and Un
tereschenz, although in both cases it is unclear whether 
the discoveries are shops or warehouses. The difference 
between a pottery shop and a warehouse may in fact only 
be definable in terms of the design of the building and 
the quantity of material in storage, since it is not impossi
ble that traders would in some instances have sold 
directly to the public from warehouses. Most shops had 
several hundred vessels in stock when they were 
destroyed, although the Burghofe 'shop', and perhaps 
also the Colchester shop in insula XIX, were much larger. 
It seems unlikely that an ordinary shop would have 
contained over two tons of pottery, as at BurghOfe, which 
suggests that this could have been a warehouse. 

The varieties of goods which were retailed alongside 
samian seems to have varied according to local condi
tions. There can be little doubt that pottery traders 
concentrated upon samian, although in coloniae, civitas 
capitals, and other major centres of civilian population, 
they often diversified by stocking small quantities of 
glass vessels and lamps. Occasionally ceramic figurines, 
finewares or specialized coarseware vessels, such as 
mortaria (in northern Britain) or jugs (as at Gauting) 
were also kept in stock. At Cosa, Colchester 2, Kempten 
and Magdalensberg, pottery was retailed in general stores 
alongside provision..; and/or metal goods. The Cosa shop 
and the Magdalensberg store-room also contained a range 
of coarsewares. Elsewhere this is a feature only of shops 
which served forts or were located in relatively sparsely
populated areas, as at Corbridge, Bellheim, BurghOfe, 
Mainz, and Untersechenz. Elsewhere, coarsewares may 
have been sold from door to door, or in the market by 
itinerant merchants or by the potters themselves (for 
supporting evidence see Hodder 1974). The inference 
that specialist pottery merchants may have traded 
coarsewares in military zones is reinforced by the 
observation that a considerable proportion of the coarse 
pottery reaching the north of Britain was derived from 
distant sources, particularly in the 2nd century. This 
contrasts markedly with the situation in the south of the 
province where, with the occasional exception of special
ized vessels such as mortaria, the coarsewares were 
supplied by relatively local kilns (Fulford 1977, 301). 
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The absence of decorated vessels among the samian 
from Burghofe and Corbridge suggests that this might 
be a feature of some shops which served military custom
ers, although decorated samian has been found elsewhere 
on both sites and is not uncommon in military contexts. 
It is perhaps unlikely that undecorated samian would be 
imported separately to London on any scale, and it is 
tempting to speculate that the consignment lost on Pud
ding Pan Rock might have been destined for a military 
site. Reculver is an obvious contender on account of its 
proximity, although, on the basis of the generally ac
cepted dating for Lezoux samian, this would imply a 
slightly earlier date for its foundation than is generally 
inferred. As with many of the questions raised by these 
interesting assemblages, only further research and dis
coveries will prove the point. 

Gazetteer 

Wrecks 

Loire mouth, France: Mid 2nd-century samian from Lezoux 
has been dredged from the bed of the river (King 1981, 74 fn.3; 
citing Plicque 1887, which proved to be unobtainable). 

The Mediterranean: A considerable number of Mediterranean 
wrecks containing sigillata and other finewares are known, and 
have been summarized by Parker (forthcoming). Information is 
mostly very scanty, since it has mainly been obtained in the 
course of intermittent diving and salvage. Sigillata is nearly 
always recovered as part of a mixed cargo (Pucci 1983, 111-2) 
although it is generally impossible to ascertain if it belonged 
to a major shipment, came from small crates of personal 
luggage, or comprised utensils for use on board. It is also 
difficult to establish if the ships were engaged in long distance 
trade or were transporting commodities between local ports. 

Probably the best known Roman wreck from the Mediter
ranean is the Dramont D, which sank in the mid 1st century, 
near Saint-Raphael (Var). This carried Rhodian amphorae and 
a very large quantity of mortaria, still in stacks (Joncheray 
1972). Subsidiary goods included Italian samian and lamps 
(Goudineau 1974, 107). 

In April 1984, an important wreck, termed Cp-IV, was 
discovered off the Spanish coast at Cap Creus, Prov. Gerona. 
This had a huge cargo of La Graufesenque samian, dating to c. 
A.D. 75. Equal quantities of decorated and undecorated samian 
were present, and are thought to represent paired sets of cups 
and plates. Interim reports suggest that c. 80,000 vessels of c. 
twenty individual potters have been recovered (G. Dannell, pers. 
comm.). Other items of cargo comprised thin-walled wares, oil 
lamps, and olive-oil(?) contained in Dressel 20 amphorae (Nieto 
1985; forthcoming). 

Ooze Deep - four miles north-north-west of Whits table, Kent: 
Three identical mortaria were trawled up by a fisherman during 
the late 1970s (Dean 1984). They are stamped by the potter 
CAVARIVS, one of K. Hartley's group 2 potters, dated as 
A.D. 65-100+ (Chris Going, pers. comm.). These mortaria 

occur on coastal sites and were clearly redistributed from 
Richborough, indicating that they were made in Kent or Gaul 
(Hartley 1977). An amphora containing 6,000 olive stones was 
recovered from the same general vicinity in the early 1970s 
(Dean 1984). Although of a poorly classified variety, this cannot 
be later than c. A.D. 80-90 (C. Going, pers. comm.; for type 
see Wheeler 1930, 143, PI. LV, No. 5), and may therefore have 
formed part of the same cargo. There are reports of individual 
pottery vessels having been dredged from other sub-aquatic sites 
in the Thames estuary (Smith 1909, 398; Dean 1984). However, 
although it is certain that more wrecks remain to be discovered, 
it is not impossible that such fmds may represent goods thrown 
from listing or grounded vessels to lighten the load. 

Pudding Pan Rock - c. three miles north of Herne Bay, Kent: 
Vessels of plain Lezoux samian, probably from a single 
shipwreck, have been dredged up at intervals since the 18th 
century (Jacob 1782; Keate 1782; Pownall 1779; Dean 1984). 
Ring growth and abrasion on the underside of the vessels 
suggest that they landed on the sea bed in inverted stacks (M. 
Dean, pers. comm.). The exact location of the wreck is un
known, although a contour survey of the sea-bed suggests that 
it may lie south of an underwater shoal known as Pudding Pan 
Sand, one and a half miles north-east of Pudding Pan Rock. 
The shifting shoals may have spread the cargo over an area of 
several square miles between the Pan Sand and the 'rock' 
(Singer 1972a; 1972b). Finds recovered from the sea-bed are 
now widely dispersed (Watson forthcoming). Including three 
recently discovered vessels, over 285 samian vessels are known, 
219 of which bear the stamps of 37 separate potters (Smith 
1907; M. Dean, pers. comm.). The samian is datable to A.D. 
160-200 and probably c. A.D. 170-200 (B. Hartley, pers. 
comm.). Other fmds comprise a two-handled cup of Lezoux 
black colour coated ware (Smith 1907, 270-3 and Fig. 1). and 
a 'mass' of unused tegulae and imbrices (ibid., 270, 275). The 
latter were presumably from the same wreck, and may have 
been carried to make up a full cargo. A tegula and an imbrex 
now in the British Museum have been examined by Dr. I. Betts, 
who reports that the fabrics are undiagnostic (Museum of 
London Archive Report, 1985). 

Vichy (Allier), France: Fragments of a shallow-draught, flat
bottomed boat, the major part of which is probably still in situ 
on the river bed, were discovered by workmen in 1964. 
Unfortunately the fmd was kept secret and most of the evidence 
was destroyed. The vessel was located on a bank of the Ailier, 
about 500m from the presumed site of the river port of Aquis 
Calidis. The cargo comprised stacks of Lezoux samian, but was 
mostly sold by the workmen. The few traceable pieces date 
from the Trajanic period to the end of the 2nd century. They 
comprise thirteen cups, ten of which bear the same stamp, three 
form 18/31 dishes, and three fragments of form 37 bowls 
(Corrocher 1977). 

Quay-side Dumps and Debris 

ArIes (Bouches-du-Rhone), France Arelate: A considerable 
quantity of fragments of unused samian vessels was found in 
1873 during the construction of a dock on the east bank of the 
Rhone at Trinquetaille. Wooden piling discovered nearby was 
thought to represent the remains of a Roman harbour installa
tion. Subsequent excavations in the vicinity revealed ware-
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houses containing amphorae (Grenier 1934, 498). Most of the 
samian is from La Graufesenque, but Italian samian and 
Arretine were also recovered (Huart 1875, 599-60; Constans 
1921, 146-7). 

Bitterne Clausentum: About one dozen, unused basal sherds 
of late 1st-century South Gaulish samian, mostly unstratified 
and of form 18/31, were recovered from waterfront excavations 
on the Bitterne Manor site in the late 1930s (R. Thompson, 
pers. comm.; for site details see Cotton and Gathercole 1958). 

La Nautique (Aude), France - Roman port 4km south of 
Narbonne Narbo: In 1954-5 an irregular ditch was excavated, 
which contained unused samian from La Graufesenque. The 
principal level contained 300kg of samian and a few sherdsv 
of amphorae and other types of pottery. The samian comprised 
c. 514 vessels, over one fifth of which were decorated. It 
seemed to have been thrown in; some of the small bowls and 
plates were still in stacks of two or three, and scores of vessels 
are practically complete. Many of the bowls and plates are 
similar and bear the same stamps, which are datable to the 
Claudio-Neronian period. The deposit is thought to represent a 
cartload of waste from sorting out prior to export. Pottery in 
an overlying layer of much the same date seems to be of a 
similar character, but includes a slightly higher proportion of 
fmewares and a Venus figurine. The samian includes 422 
stamps of 53 potters (Fiches, Guy and Poncin 1978). 

London Londinium: Large quantities of unused samian and 
other imported wares, dating from the late 1st to mid 3rd 
centuries, have been discovered at intervals since c. 1830. The 
major deposits occur within 120m of the presumed site of the 
Roman bridgehead, having been dumped behind a series of 
quays or revetrnents dating to the late 1st to mid 3rd centuries. 

The best-recorded assemblages come from the New Fresh 
Wharf excavations of 1974-8. These produced a large quantity 
(513kgs.; 517 EVES) of unused pottery, associated with a 
wooden quay of the first half of the 3rd century. Most of the 
pottery is imported tableware, samian forming 57 per cent of 
the assemblage by EVES and c. 34 per cent by weight (B. 
Richardson, pers. comm.). Associated finds include an unusu
ally large number of Kentish Rag hones (Rhodes 1986b). 

The unused imports from New Fresh Wharf come from two 
main regions: Lezoux in Central Gaul, and from East Gaul and 
the Rhineland. The Lezoux group comprises samian and black 
colour coated wares (vessels and a few lamps); fragments of 
Central Gaulish figurines may be associated with them. The 
East Gaulish wares comprise samian, decorated fmeware 
beakers, and coarseware mortaria, bowls and jars (Richardson 
1986). The pottery seems all to have been discarded at much 
the same time, although, according to the accepted samian 
chronology, the Lezoux samian is dated as c. A.D. 170-80, 
whereas the East Gaulish samian is dated to the first half of the 
3rd century (Bird 1986). The discrepancy may be resolved by 
using an alternative dating scheme for Lezoux samian proposed 
by King (1985, 159). This would place all the material within 
the first quarter of the 3rd century, which coincides with the 
dendrochronological date for the quay of A.D. 209-24. It must, 
however, be stressed that King's ideas have not received wide 
acceptance. 

The dating problem is further complicated by the presence 
in the quay fill of a few samian sherds of A.D. 235-45 -some 

of the latest Trier and Rheinzabern samian from Britain (Bird 
1986). Consequently, there are two possible dates for the quay: 
1. It could belong to the 1st quarter of the 3rd century, in 

which case these sherds are intrusive or wrongly labelled; 
most of the very late samian came from outside the quay. 

2. It could belong to the second quarter of the 3rd century. 
If so two of the timbers of the quay must be reused; by 
ignoring these two beams the terminus ante quem for the 
felling of the timber may moved back to A.D. 244 
(Richardson 1986, 96-98). 

The New Fresh Wharf pottery is thought to have been derived 
primarily from accumulations of breakages from warehouses, 
which were redeposited in and around the wharf at the time of 
its construction. The evidence is not only the long date range 
of the potters but the number of stamps per potter: 2.16 for the 
Lezoux samian (173 legible stamps). 1.21 for the Trier samian 
(17 stamps), and 1.31 for the Rheinzabern samian (25 stamps). 
These figures are too low for a ship's cargo or even an ordinary 
warehouse deposit (see p. 48). Both provenance groups include 
a number of complete and unblemished vessels, and others seem 
to have been shattered in the process of being thrown away, 
perhaps in the course of a warehouse clearance (Rhodes 1986a). 

The eastern extent of these dumps was observed during the 
1982-3 excavations at the Billingsgate Lorry Park site, some 
120m downstream of the presumed Roman bridge, although 
only a few unused sherds were recovered (Brenda Dickinson 
Samian Potters' Stamps from Billingsgate, Museum of London 
Archive Report, 1987). During 1983-6, however, a large 
quantity of unused South (representing 214 vessels), Central 
(212 vessels) and East Gaulish samian was recovered from spoil 
which had evidently been removed from the river bed to the 
south of the controlled excavation. A quantified study of this 
material by date has shown that it broadly matches the pattern 
of loss in London as a whole, although for some reason smaller 
quantities of Claudian and Neronian material were retrieved 
(Boooyere 1986). 

Quayside Warehouses 

Gauting, West Germany Bratananium - a small Roman town 
on the river Wi1nn: Two pottery depots have been identified 
on the river terrace; it is not clear if they should be regarded 
as shops or warehouses. 

In 1930, a small (4 x 8m) rectangular building with a timber 
superstructure was discovered on the western side of the river 
terrace, just south of the bridge and near an important cross
roads; one road led to Bregenz, the other to the border with 
Noricum, 50km to the east. The store was destroyed in the 
Hadrianic fire which devastated a sector of the town. It 
contained a dozen Central Gaulish pipe-clay Venus figurines 
(Kellner 1971, 53-4 and Abb. 48), forty complete coarseware 
jars with one and two handles, and fragments of 200 others. 
The jars originally stood in rows around the walls, with an 
empty space in the centre of the room (Ulbert 1966, 82). 

In 1947 a small excavation fifty metres south of the fust 
pottery store produced part of another small Roman building, 
situated between the river and a major approach road. This is 
thought to have been a samian store destroyed in a second fire 
of c. A.D. 163. A small metre-deep trench produced c. 4000 
fragments of samian, one sixth from decorated vessels, includ-
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ing 900 basal sherds. A high proportion are Central Gaulish, 
and there are many vessels of Cinnamus's standard style of c. 
A.D. 150-75 (Margaret Ward, pers. comm.); four of the five 
stamps are also of Cinnamus. 

Quantities of late South Gaulish samian by the Natalis group, 
also burnt, were recovered from the same trench. Although these 
are not closely datable and could be as late as A.D. 150, an 
earlier date is probable (H. Dickinson, pers. comm.). They could 
be from an earlier store on the same site destroyed in the 
Hadrianic fire (H. Dickinson, pers. comm.), although the possi
bility that they could be old stock cannot perhaps be entirely 
eliminated (Ulbert 1966, 84-7). 

London Londinium: Excavations on the Regis House site in 
1930 produced what is now believed to be the remains of a 
warehouse built end-on to the quayside (Dunning 1945; ct 
similar structures nearby at Miles Lane: Lambert 1921, 63-72; 
Miller 1982, Building A). This was built after A.D. 80 and 
destroyed in the Hadrianic fire c. A.D. 120-5. It was situated 
on the eastern side of Fish Street Hill, which overlies the Roman 
road leading from the supposed bridge-head to the forum. Piled 
against the inside of the eastern stone wall of the building, and 
extending over most of the site, was a huge dump of burnt 
debris, up to four feet thick, containing wattle and daub, 
possibly from the upper part of the structure. This is said to 
have contained 'thousands of sherds' of burnt samian (Wad
dington 1930, 393). 

A large quantity of the samian has survived. The foot-rings 
are unworn and several pieces are fused together, indicating 
that they were burnt while stacked in piles (for details see Marsh 
1981, Appendix I, 221-4). It includes 922 decorated sherds and 
168 stamps. Most of the samian comes from Les Martres (110 
stamps of 33 potters). This is associated with small quantities 
of samian from other Central Gaulish sites (12 stamps of 8 
potters) and South Gaulish samian (45 stamps of 31 potters; 
figures compiled from an unpublished catalogue of samian 
stamps in the Museum of London by G. Marsh). Some of the 
South Gaulish samian comes from levels predating the fire 
deposit (Dr. P. Webster, pers. comm.). There are also a dozen 
or so coarseware vessels, at least two of which are imports. 
The low average number of stamps per potter suggests that the 
samian may represent an accumulation of warehouse waste 
rather than the contents of a store. The highly fragmentary 
condition of the pottery seems to confirm that it was not 
destroyed in situ (G. Marsh, pers. comm.). The material is being 
re-assessed by Dr. Peter Webster. 

Dumps of samian, possibly indicative of other warehouses 
in the vicinity, were found along the line of the southern half 
of New Bridge Street in the 1830s (Knight 1834, 601-2; Herbert 
n.d., 26; reinterpreted by Rhodes 1986a). There were concentra
tions at the corner of King William Street and Eastcheap, where 
shops burnt in the Boudiccan (?) fire were discovered (Kempe 
1832, 192), and on the site of S1. Michael's Church, where 
many of the stamps apparently belonged to late Lezoux potters 
(ibid., 197). 

Untersechenz, Switzerland Tasgaetium -vicus and fort on the 
Rhine immediately east of the frontier of Germania Superior: 
In 1939 large quantities of unused pottery were recovered from 
a trial trench in the garden of 1. Moosberger. This lay in the 
vicus on the north bank of the river, immediately upstream of 
the site of the Roman bridge (Urner-Astholz 1942, 15, Plan 2). 

The trench apparently lay within a timber-framed Roman 
building, but was so small (c. 4m square) that the walls were 
not located. Beneath the topsoil, from a layer of Roman tile, 
was recovered a portion of a large group of unused and burnt 
East Gaulish samian of mid-late 2nd-century date. This overlay 
brick fragments and a 0.7m thick layer of 'loam', below which 
was recovered unburnt, 1st-century coarse- and fmewares but 
no samian. Both groups contained batches of vessels, some 
obviously unused. This led the excavator to conclude that he 
had found a pottery shop and depot; the settlement was too 
small to warrant a shop for its own needs. He surmised that the 
samian was kept exclusively on an upper floor, which had 
caught fire, causing the building to collapse. In view of their 
dating, it seetns more likely that these groups belong to two 
distinct phases of occupation. 

The samian includes decorated and plain wares from a variety 
of East Gaulish kiln sites, and an isolated Lezoux sherd. The 
81 base and mould stamps belong to nineteen potters. The 
1st--century group comprises a wide variety of forms and 
fabrics, including terra nigra, Gallo-Roman painted wares, 
mica-dusted wares, Raetian pottery, native pottery, amphorae, 
and locally-made mortaria, but no lamps. Associated with them 
are pieces of eight glass vessels (op. cit., 24-93). 

Shops, Booths and Dealers' Store-Rooms 

Ansedonia, Italy Cosa - a port on the Tuscan coast, which by 
the 1st century A.D. had fallen into decline: Excavations in 
1948-54 revealed that in c. A.D. 40-45 the north-west wall of 
the colonia's forum-basilica had collapsed onto an adjacent 
building - apparently a series of shops let by the town to 
tradesmen. A back room of one of these shops (Room 22, Level 
IT) contained a very large quantity of unused pottery, comprising 
more than 200 Arretine vessels bearing 48 stamps, a dozen 
amphorae, c. forty lamps, and many itetns of thin walled and 
coarse pottery, including bowls, dishes, jars, cups, mugs, jugs, 
and pitchers (Moeus 1973, 27-28 etc.; Dyson 1976, 115-36). 
Other finds include two coins, marble statuary, a stone grinding 
mill, metal fittings and implements, and 76 glass vessels (Grose 
1974,32). 

Bellheim (near Gemersheim), West Germany: A room contain
ing a group of 24 pots and a glass vessel has been interpreted 
as a small pottery shop. Eight of the vessels are of Argonne 
ware, many of the remainder being of Mayen ware. An anvil 
and iron staining are suggestive of blacksmithing. The shop 
was probably abandoned because of a Germanic invasion of the 
mid 4th century (Sprater 1929, 93-4 and Abb. 94; Gtinther and 
Kopstein 1975, 485). 

Bregenz, Austria Brigantium - a large town and trading centre 
on an important cross-roads near Lake Constance: Excavations 
in 1911-12, on a site to the east of the forum and almost 
opposite its entrance, revealed a large timber-framed building 
destroyed by fire. It had stone foundations, earth floors, a tiled 
roof and a portico onto the main road in front of the forum. It 
is interpreted as a pottery shop, with living quarters behind. 
The front room produced many coins and about 400-500 vessels 
of Lezoux samian. The group is redated to A.D. 140-55 by 
Brian Hartley (pers. comm.), who comments that stamps of 
Suarad probably do not belong to the group since they are from 
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Banassac and occur on sherds. Ignoring these, the six stamps 
on decorated vessels belong to 4 potters, and the 153 stamps 
on plain wares belong to 6 potters (Hild 1930, columns 119-26). 

Budapest, Hungary Aquincum: The remains of a pottery shop 
were discovered in 1931 (M6csy 1974, 160). It was situated in 
a colonnade of shops towards the south of the Municipium on 
the west side of the main north-south street (marked on town 
map by Szilagyi 1956, Bild. I). The site is remote from the 
Danube, which flows to the east of the city. The pottery consists 
of burnt, decorated and plain samian from Lezoux and 
Rheinzabern (some of the latter is wrongly ascribed to Lezoux 
in the report), a small number of lamps, and a single sherd of 
Raetian pottery (Juhasz 1936). This material was recovered 
from a floor-levelling layer, and apparently came from an earlier 
shop on the site which was destroyed by fIre, probably during 
the Marcomannic-Sarmatian invasion of A.D. 178 (D. Gabler, 
pers. comm.). The sixteen stamps belong to fifteen different 
potters (Juhasz 1936, 34 and 47). Reports of a second samian 
shop at the other end of the colonnade (shown by Szilagyi, op . 
cit.) seem to be erroneous (D. Gabler, pers. comm.). 

BurghOfe, West Germany - an early auxiliary fort and vicus 
situated four km west of the River Lech: In 1925, a large deposit 
of burnt, but unused, pottery was recovered from the burnt-out 
stone cellar of a building in the vicus. The building stood on 
the eastern side of the road which led to the fort, some 40m to 
the north, and was probably destroyed in the fIre of A.D. 69, 
which devastated a large sector of the settlement. The cellar 
was completely filled with building debris and pottery which 
had probably fallen into the cellar from a burnt-out upper storey. 
Alternatively, it might have been dumped here after it was 
cleared from another building in the vicus. With the pottery 
were found pieces of molten bronze and glass, and a large 
quantity of iron nails. Different kinds of pottery were burnt to 
different intensities, suggesting that the vessels had been ar
ranged in stacks by type. The pottery weighs 2,745kg, and 
comprises c. 0.7 per cent samian, c. 3.8 per cent finewares, and 
c. 8.5 per cent mortaria, the remainder being coarsewares, 
including jars, bowls and flagons. The samian is plain, South 
Gaulish, and dated as Claudian-Domitianic. Fewer than 300 
vessels asre repreeselnted. The 179 identifiable stamps belong 
to no more than twelve potters (Ulbert 1959, 54-8). 

Castleford LagenJium - an auxiliary fort twenty miles south
west of York on the road to Doncaster: A row of five timber 
shops, each with a back-yard, was excavated in 1974. It was 
situated in the vicus on the western side of the main north-south 
road, some 200m south of the fort, and was destroyed in a fire 
of c. A.D. 140-50. Four adjacent shop units were filled with 
stacks of burnt pottery (J. Keighley and P. Mayes, pers. comm.). 
It comprised Colchester mortaria and plain and decorated 
Lezoux samian, including c. 200 decorated bowls. The 416 
samian stamps and signatures belong to c. 59 potters, although 
only three of the decorated bowls were stamped or signed (E. 
Dickinson, pers. comm.). 

Colchester Camulodunum: Two pottery shops have been iden
tifIed. Both were destroyed by fIre and were situated on the 
main east-west road, now known as the High Street. The first 
was located in 1927 on the south-west corner of Insula XIX, 
immediately east of what may be the site of the forum. It 

comprised a daub building roofed with wood or thatch, and 
contained South Gaulish samian stacked in piles either on the 
floor or on a lower shelf. Unfortunately, only a small portion 
of what survived could be collected. Broken and fused glass 
overlying the samian showed that glass vessels had been stacked 
on shelves above. There were also fragments of fmewares, 
including over fifty beakers - some of Lyons ware (see Greene 
1978,20-1, Fig. 2.1 Nos. 5-6) and Central Gaulish glazed ware 
(P. Tyers, pers. comm.) - fragments of colour-coated platters 
and bowls, half a dozen fragments of drinking cups in the form 
of a human head, chips of terra rubra, and 26 fragments of 
lamps (Hull 1958, 153-8, Site 127; 202 and PI. XXIIb). The 
samian includes 67 stamps of c. nineteen different potters of 
the period A.D. 45-65. It was thought originally that the shop 
had been destroyed in the Boudiccan revolt, although the pottery 
has now been redated to the period A.D. 50-55 (Millett 1987). 

The second shop was found at Nos. 45-6, on the opposite 
side of the High Street, further to the east and near the centre 
of the town (ibid., 198-202, Site 171). It was probably 
destroyed in the Boudiccan revolt of A.D. 60-61. The shop 
could not be properly examined when first discovered, but 
excavations in 1971 showed that it took the form of a small 
timber building (Davies forthcoming). The pottery, which was 
mixed with building debris, lay close to one wall. With one 
exception (probably intrusive) it comprises plain and decorated 
South Gaulish samian, probably from La Graufesenque, with a 
small quantity of Central Gaulish glazed ware. The 77 stamps 
belong to 22 potters (Hartley and Dickinson forthcoming). 
Seeds, thought to be derived from accidental spillage on the 
floor, suggest that provisions may have been sold alongside the 
pottery, notably figs, stone-pine pinus pinea, barley, lentils, 
spelt, horsebean, and especially coriander, a popular spice 
(Murphy forthcoming). 

Corbridge Corstopitum: Excavations in 1907 revealed a small 
stone-built pottery shop which was established in the late 2nd 
century and destroyed by fire - possibly in A.D. 180, but at 
any rate before the Severan rebuilding of the site. It was situated 
on the main east-west road, onto which it opened, opposite the 
granaries and almost opposite the huge incomplete courtyard 
building known as 'Site XI', which may have been intended 
as a forum. The pottery appeared to have fallen from shelves, 
where it was arranged in three groups. The main stock was 
coarseware mortaria, which suggests that the shop relied on 
trade generated by the presence of the granaries. A second, 
much smaller group of pottery consisted of grey- or drab
coloured coarsewares, with some fragments of Castor ware. The 
third group by size comprised c. thirty vessels of plain Lezoux 
samian - forms Drag. 31 or 33, Ludowici form Th, a rouletted 
bowl, and a form Drag. 45 mortarium with a lion-head spout. 
The seventeen legible stamps belong to eleven potters (Bras
sington 1975, 62-75; Haverfield 1908; Haverfield 1909-11, 
112-21). Unfortunately the shop fmds were not kept separate, 
so that identification of the coarseware fabrics is now impossi
ble (J. Dore and M. Bishop, pers. comm.). 

Kempten, West Germany Cambodunum - an important pro
vincial town in the foothills of the Alps on a main cross-roads: 
Between 1912 and 1932, the stock of a pottery-trader was 
recovered from the dry-stone cellar of a timber-framed shop. 
This was situated on the main cross-roads, opposite the forum. 
It was destroyed by fire, and the cellar was infIlled prior to 
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rebuilding. In the fill was found iron- and bronzework, molten 
glass including about a dozen bottle fragments, a few non
samian potsherds and a large quantity of burnt, mostly plain 
Rheinzabern samian (89,565kg including 138 more or less 
complete vessels). Sherds from the same vessel were often burnt 
to different intensities and scattered at different heights in the 
infill. The 309 vessel bases available for study bear 180 stamps 
of eight different potters, and are datable to the late 160s. 
Unfortunately 91 stamps recorded by the excavator have been 
stolen or lost; they include nine stamps which belong to an 
additional potter. 

Four pieces of samian mould have been recovered from the 
same insula. As they were not used by the local samian potters, 
they were probably associated with the shops. They could have 
been used as packing materials or as display items (Czysz 
1982). I 

Magdalensberg, Austria - a mountain town of regional im
portance, which functioned as a trading centre for Noricum iron 
and metal goods: Excavations in 1954 revealed the premises 
of a dealer in pottery and metal goods in the trader's quarter 
of the settlement. They comprised a stone-built room (dimen
sions 12 x 5m) which had been subdivided by a plastered 
partition. The western room (OR/2) opened onto a back street 
on the east side of the temple and could have been used by the 
store-keeper for the delivery or sale of goods. These were stored 
in the smaller eastern room (OR/I). The pottery, which was 
unused and of late Augustan date, was mostly found in the 
western part of this room and seems to have fallen from shelves 
which collapsed when the building was destroyed by fire. The 
imports include Arretine (2 different stamps), amphorae, and a 
mortarium. With these were 52 coarseware vessels of relatively 
local manufacture, including storage jars, basins, thirteen lids, 
and ten tripod dishes. The metalwork was concentrated at the 
east end of the room. It included imported bronze lighting 
equipment, fittings, and horsefumiture, with locally-made (?) 
ironwork - mostly tools including shears, chisels, drills, and 
an anvil (MossIer 1969. 417-22). 

Mainz, West Germany Mogontiacum - a civilian settlement 
outside an important military fortress opposite the mouth of the 
river Main: In 1960, workmen recovered a portion (?) of a 
tightly-packed group of plain Arretine from a construction 
trench on the north-west side of the Peterskirche. The fmd-spot 
lay on the north-east side of the main transverse road through 
the canabae. The group included five plates and five cups of 
Arretine, accompanied by two roughcast cups, other 
coarsewares, and three coins. It is dated to between 11 B.C. and 
AD. 20 on parallels from Haltern and on coin evidence, and 
has been interpreted as part of the stock of a pottery-dealer. 
The eleven stamps belong to seven potters (Stiimpel 1961-2, 
228; Pfeffer 1961/2). 

St. Albans Verulamium: The 1958-60 excavations in Insula 
XIV reveallled a row of pre-Boudiccan timber-framed shops 
(Period I). These were reconstructed several times during the 
period AD. 75-150 (Period IT). They lay on the south side of 
Watling Street (the main transverse road) between the theatre 
and the forum. The shops shared a roof and a portico onto the 
road, which suggests that they were owned by one person and 
were let out to tenants. The principal occupants seem to have 
been metalsmiths, mainly in bronze, who made repairs and sold 

goods manufactured on the spot. During Period IT, goldsmithing 
and bone-carving were practised, and oyster-shells are sug
gestive of an eating-house (Frere 1972). 

The South Gaulish samian from Period I came mostly from 
A IX, a deposit of burnt debris from the portico outside Room 
14, which lies towards the middle of the row. The group 
includes a relatively large number of vessels of form Drag. 30, 
and the footrings are unworn. It might represent breakages from 
a shop, or a stall beside the street (Millett 1987; Frere 1972, 
S2 and S4, Dl-D8). 

After the Flavian rebuilding, a vendor of South Gaulish 
samian occupied a relatively large room towards the middle of 
the row (Period ITA, Room 16). The pottery is dated to c. AD. 
80, and comprises broken but complete vessels, including a 
high proportion of decorated wares. The primary groups were 
obtained from the clay floor and overlying dirt, but substantial 
quantities of sherds were redeposited in subsequent layers. This 
led the excavator to suggest that the material had been used to 
reinforce a repair of one of the building's half-timbered walls. 
The group is not fully published but includes four stamps of 
three (?) potters (Frere 1972, 25-28 and 234-6, S59-63). 

Szombathely, Hungary Colonia Claudia Savaria - a customs 
point and important commercial centre on the amber route: A 
booth selling samian is mentioned by Lengyel and Radan (1980, 
332), who also state that local pottery was sold in stalls located 
on one of the main crossroads (ibid., 364). 

Winchester Venta Belgarum: The 1985 excavations at 126 
High Street revealed two stone-built strip buildings, which were 
built in the early 2nd century AD. and used into the 3rd. They 
fronted onto the main Roman road, almost facing the entrance 
to the forum. The western building was divided by timber 
partitions into five rooms, which ran back from the street and 
were connected by a corridor to the east. In the northernmost 
room, underneath a chalk make-up layer for an opus signinum 
floor, was found a large quantity of unused, late 2nd-century 
Lezoux samian and some good quality glassware. It has been 
suggested that the building was a shop with stores and perhaps 
living quarters to the rear (Zant 1987). The decorated vessels 
bear four stamps of four potters. The plain vessels have 23 
stamps of eleven potters, and include eleven bowls with 
identical stamps (A. King, pers. comm.). 

Wroxeter Viroconium Cornoviorum: Excavations in 1923-7 
produced evidence of a series of stalls, in the outer east portico 
of the forum, which were apparently overturned into the 
external gutter when the forum was destroyed by fire c. AD. 
165-75 (Hartley 1972, 27). The south end of the portico was 
utilized by a stall holder selling mortaria by one of the 
Mancetter potters. Seventeen of the mortaria bear the potter's 
stamp SENNIVS. Further along the portico, nearer the entrance, 
were the stalls of merchants selling plain and decorated samian 
from Lezoux and Rheinzabern (Atkinson 1942, 129). Many of 
the 210 samian vessels were in stacks, perhaps because the 
vessels were tied together or still in boxes when the disaster 
occurred (Wacher 1974, 364). As a side line, one merchant had 
a crate of Kentish Rag whetstones for sale (Rhodes 1986b). 
The 179 legible stamps belong to thirty potters. Included 
amongst these are 173 stamps by c. 26 Lezoux potters (Atkinson 
1942, 129ff. and 138 ff.). 
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Decorated and plain samian, mostly from Lezoux, was also 
recovered from the floor surfaces of several rooms of the east 
range, which were also destroyed in the fIre. It has been 
suggested that the samian in Rooms 1-3 may represent the 
stallholder's reserve stock. Whilst it is true that some of the 
stamps are matched among the gutter fmds, only the Lezoux 
stamps in Room 1 are suggestive of batches (29 stamps of 
nineteen potters), and some vessels have been repaired with 
rivets (ibid. 147-76) . 

Breakages discarded from booths and shops 

Alchester - a small Romano-British town: In 1965, excavations 
prior to a housing development produced a late 2nd-century pit 
containing unused Lezoux samian (Area D2, Pit 29a). The pit 
was situated in the extramural area c. 30-4Om south of the 
town's main east-west road. During the late 2nd century the 
road was lined with timber and stone buildings. The area behind 
them was incompletely excavated, but seems to have been used 
only for pit digging. The samian may represent breakages from 
a shop accident. The 69 unused samian vessels are mostly 
Cinnamus bowls . There are 33 stamps on plain vessels, 12 on 
decorated bowls, and 3 signatures. The stamps belong to 28 
potters. It is not known if the coarsewares found with them 
were unused, although they have provided a number of complete 
profIles. They include a group of flagons, two roughcast 
beakers, and black-burnished wares. The samian is dated as 
AD. 150-65 although the coursewares suggest a later 2nd
century date (B . Dickinson and P. Booth, pers. comm.). 

Autun (Sa6ne-et-Loire), France Augustodunum: Excavations 
in 1984-5 revealed a portion of the cardo maximus which ran 
north-east to south-west. This was bordered on the west by a 
monumental portico and footpath. Over 50,000 sherds of pot
tery, dated to c . AD. 120-40, were recovered from the border 
of the portico. The pottery is thought to represent debris from 
pottery stalls, which was used to repair the footpath. According 
to an interim report, it includes vessels of Lezoux samian (1,500 
profIles). Lezoux (?) black-slipped wares, and Central Gaulish 
pipe-clay figurines (Rebourg 1986). 

Zugmantel, West Germany - an auxiliary fort with a large 
vicus: In 1911, a large quantity of late 2nd-century Rheinzabem 
samian was recovered from a small stone-lined cellar, which 
lay northeast of the fort in the vicus (Cellar 256). It was mostly 
recovered from .the entrance ramp, as if a merchant had tipped 
in a cart-load of debris. Both plain and decorated vessels were 
present. Of particular note are 36 or more thick, unstamped 
cups of form Drag. 33, six unbroken. The 21 stamps belong to 
twenty potters (Anon. 1911, 28). 

Unused pottery discarded from Forts 

Cirencester Corinium Dobunnorum: In 1961, a group of 
largely unused pottery, of c. AD. 60-65, was found amid refuse 
in the inner north ditch of the fort (Ditch Ill). It is interpreted 
as surplus stock from the quartermaster's store, discarded when 
the fort was abandoned, although it could just possibly be from 
a shop in the vicus. It comprises a large quantity of decorated 
and plain samian, almost certainly all from La Graufesenque, 
with 25 legible stamps of sixteen potters (Hartley and Dickinson 

1982, 133-42). With the samian was found a large group of 
fmewares, including imported colour-coated vessels, especially 
from Lyons, glazed pottery and Pompeiian Red wares. Over 
thirty vessels seem to have been complete when discarded 
(Rigby 1982, 179-81). 

Inchtuthil, a legionary fortress occupied c. A.D. 83-7: Excava
tions in 1952 revealed that the north side of the via principalis 
was bordered by an almost continuous, colonnanded row of 
tabernae, which probably seeerved as workshops and store
rooms. Those closest to the principia (buildings 112-3) possibly 
served as stores from which centurions of the fIrst cohort 
purchased their tableware. When the the fort was dismantled 
their contents were discarded, and a small group of glass, some 
fused, and both plain and decorated samian, was trampled into 
the gutter of the colonnade (Pitts and St. Joseph 1985, 180-1). 
The samian was too poorly preserved to indicate whether or 
not it had been used, but the fourteen stamps belonged to just 
seven potters, which suggests that they may be from the same 
batch (Hartley 1985). In their discussion, the authors refer to 
deposits of smashed pottery from similar locations at 
Carnuntum, Haltem and Vindonissa, although there is no fIrm 
evidence to suggest that these were unused. 

Other Finds 

Colchester Camulodunum: Store rooms containing unused 
mortaria and flagons were found in 1955 during the excavation 
of a large and complex public (?) building in Insula X. They 
are interpreted as a small-scale public depot. The building had 
walls of plastered clay blocks, with trampled clay floors, and 
was apparently destroyed in the Boudiccan fire of AD. 61. One 
of the store rooms held over thirty coarseware mortaria. Another 
room and an adjacent corridor contained over eighty smashed 
flagons which seemed to have fallen from shelves. A third room 
produced c. twenty amphorae, and a fourth a large quantity of 
carbonized wheat and the remains of some bronze scales 
(Dunnett 1966, 32-3 and 48-54). 

Le Langon (Vendee), France: Rescue excavations in 1968-9 
produced what was at fust thought to be a potter's workshop 
but was later reinterpreted as a possible warehouse deposit. The 
published account is unconvincing. The deposit comprised burnt 
debris, coarsewares and imported fmewares of the third quarter 
of the 1st century, including Montans samian bearing the stamps 
of 22 potters (Bousquet 1969, 247-8; 1971, 252-3). 

London, Londinium: Nine unused vessels, stamped by two 
Montans potters, were recovered in 1926 from the site of St. 
Katherine Coleman. All had been burnt in the Hadrianic fIre. 
It has been suggested that these might have come from a shop 
(Dickinson and Hartley 1971, 141, footnote 12). Other explana
tions are equally plausible. 

Nijmegen, Netherlands Noviomagus Batavorum - a legionary 
fortress and town on the south bank of the river Waa1: In 1952, 
sherds of Arretine and South Gaulish samian were recovered 
from drain trenches in Barbarossa Straat, which lies between 
the fortress (to the east) and the riverside civilian settlement. 
The sherds came from vessels, mostly of form Drag. 29. which 
were probably complete on deposition. The stamps include five 
of Vanderius, three of Germanus and two of Secundus. As the 
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pottery spans the period c. AD. 65-80 it clearly does not belong 
to a single batch, which has led to a suggestion that it could 
represent breakages discarded by a pottery dealer (Morren 
1966). More recently, however, a Flavian cemetery has been 
identified in the area (Bogaers 1980, 30-33), and the fmds are 
better interpreted as grave goods. A batch of vessels by one 
potter has been recovered from an attested grave at Gunzburg 
(Czysz 1982, 341). 

Pompeii: In 1881, a 'hoard' of ninety unused South Gaulish 
samian bowls of forms Drag. 29 and 37, and 37 north Italian 
lamps was found in the charred remains of a crate. This was 
discovered in the tablinum of a house in a peripheral insula, 
which had been overwhelmed in the catastrophe of AD. 79. 
Adjacent to the crate were two others containing a red powder. 
The 47 identifiable samian stamps belong to six different 
potters. One of the lamps is uninscribed, but the remaining 36 
lamps bear the stamps of four potters. The vessels are thought 
to represent a consignment recently received from a wholesale 
dealer (Atkinson 1914, 27-8). 

Note 

This gazetteer aims to include all relevant discoveries and 
publications to the end of 1986. The writer would be grateful 
for details of any omissions or subsequent fmds which might 
be included in a future addendum. 
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